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Assessment

Creativity

Engagement

Differentiation

Our expectations of teaching and learning ARE high. All lessons will encourage ASPIRATION,
instill RESPECT and help all pupils ENDEAVOUR to realise their full potential, through

developing a life-long love of learning.

The rationale behind this document is to provide a tangible and simple framework that facilitates an
improvement in the consistency and quality of Teaching and Learning at Roding Valley High School.
Teaching and Learning at Roding will aim to fulfil the teachers’ standards through the strands detailed
above, with a view to encouraging teachers to focus on not only being effective, but inspiring students;
resulting in progress being made and students engaging in their learning journey.

We understand that teaching styles and delivery can really vary. This is why our framework remains
purposely simple and open- allowing for teachers to adapt this to their own style of teaching.

Each strand in this document is expanded on with a non-exhaustive list of techniques to look for in
lessons, and includes key principles on each strand. Although each strand will have a focus on some
specific element(s) of the teachers’ standards, each strand in ACED has the potential to meet any of
the teachers’ standards. Finally, with consistency in mind, a level descriptor section has been added
to provide clarity for teachers and guidance for observers.

Finally, all four strands in ACED must contribute to Teachers’ Standards 2 – ‘Promote good
progress and outcomes by pupils’ and take the viewpoint that good progress by pupils is integral to
good/outstanding teaching.

Click here for ACED resources & ideas.
Click here for the ACED coaching card ideas (made by RVHS staff)

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c49y3luK-dBz417Qz9BhUE0xrgdGxY9Y
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1c49y3luK-dBz417Qz9BhUE0xrgdGxY9Y
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Assessment (AfL) – Green pen marking / Closing the gap, questioning, good quality
feedback & clear goals for the lesson and scheme of learning.

Teaching and learning is an interactive process. To be effective, teachers need to know about their
pupils’ progress and any difficulties a child has with learning, so that work/ tasks can be adapted to
the needs of their pupils. Teachers can find out what students need in a variety of ways including
observation and discussion in the classroom, written work of pupils (whether done as home
learning or in class) and many others. The term ‘assessment’ refers to all activities undertaken by
teachers and by the students themselves, which involves a judgement on progress against an aim/
target. Assessment can be formative or summative, and information provided should be used to
provide feedback and modify the teaching and learning activities in which the students are
engaged.
Some key principles of assessment are detailed below:
1. Ensure That Assessment Serves Learning

Enhancing the learning of students must be the priority of any assessment task. Assessment
is an essential part of the learning process and ensures good progress of students.

2. Use Multiple Measures
Varied goals dictate that we assess things in different ways. Assessment is only a ‘picture’ or a
‘snapshot’ of learning at a moment in time. It is therefore essential that teachers plan effectively
in order to capture a series of pictures/ snapshots with a view to informing them of progress
made by the learner. In order to get a reliable picture of progress over time, teachers must use
multiple measures over a period of time.

3. Align Assessments to Objectives
Any single ‘snapshot’ is incomplete, and as a result we require multiple pictures aligned to the
learning objectives in order to get a true picture of the learning of students. Assessments must
also be deliberately chosen and are dependent on the type of skill being assessed. E.g. it is
appropriate to test memory of key facts in Science/ capital cities in Geography with a multiple
choice quiz, but it would probably not be appropriate to use a multiple choice quiz to assess
persuasive writing in English.

4. Measure What Matters
Subject specific and transferable skills should also be assessed including creativity, critical
thinking, problem solving, and the ability to access and use technology etc. Assessments are
not just mimics of external exams (very important nonetheless!) but they also embody the most
important skills, and should give both teachers and students what they need to move forward.

Some effective examples of AfL that can be embedded into lessons are listed below:

1. The Strategic Use Of Questioning
For example; Closed, recall/ short questions for students with low confidence and open ended,
‘Why?...’ or ‘Explain?..’ questions for more able/ confident students.
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2. **Mini White-Boards
The use of these in lessons can be a great way to get students to attempt difficult questions by
removing the fear associated with getting things wrong. These boards also provide instant
feedback to the teacher so they can identify areas of understanding or misunderstanding and
misconceptions.

3. Effective Teacher Feedback
Please click here for the feedback policy at RVHS. This can be verbal or written, but must be
diagnostic and easy to understand. Feedback should inform students of success and contain
clear ‘next steps’ advice which move the learner forwards. Using our ‘Closing the Gap’ system,
we can help students to move past any misunderstanding or misconceptions. Use of our red
pens during the lesson is a great time saving technique and allows for live marking!! **

4. Peer Feedback
Using a mark scheme/ grid created by the teacher, students are able to provide feedback to
others, which is kind, helpful and honest.

5. Student Self-Assessment
Using a mark scheme/ grid created or provided by the teacher, students are able to identify
their level of progress against clear and explicit success criteria. This can be particularly useful
when a class are completing a high amount of past paper questions/ past paper sections.

6. Smiley Faces/ RAG Rating/ Traffic Light Cards
Students can use one of these methods to communicate to the teacher (privately if so required)
that they are finding a concept challenging or too easy. Using this, teachers can then adapt
their teaching to ensure suitable progress and challenge for all.

7. Retrieval & Recall
Students can participate in a retrieval task whereby they are asked low stakes questions,
which reveal gaps in memory- retrieval grids, learning checks, and retrieval mats are
particularly helpful. Click here for resources.
** These tools may be affected by the context of COVID-19

Creativity (CfL) – Curiosity, Inspiration, choice, independent tasks, critical thinking...
Creativity is difficult to quantify and express. At around the age of five, we use about 80% of our
creative potential. We invent daily, and it does not matter than our inventions have been invented
before, the fact is that we are innovating at an outstanding rate. Unfortunately by the age of twelve,
our creative output has declined to about 2% of our potential, and it generally stays there for the
rest of our lives unless deliberately developed. So, instead of coming up with a list of creative tasks,
it may be easier for us all to consider five habits to break the restrictive norm in our classrooms:

1. Teach Creative Problem Solving
How to reach an answer is far more important than making the right choice on a test and
then forgetting the concept the next day.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Pe68BytzLpuRC7WQiQjbdRJ8l-cCyRbm
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ubVfYs8-4yh0_Bei3eHWsk8wM_auNG0Y
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2. Teach Students To Challenge Assumptions Instead Of Accepting Things “As is”
Success is no longer about following an operating manual. It is about imagining the
possibilities and real-time innovation, the ability to apply your knowledge, not regurgitate
information.

3. Teach That Mistakes Are Not Evil and Should Not Be Feared
Make sure students learn that mistakes are not fatal; they are essential components of
learning and discovery. Allow students to see the misconceptions associated with your
subject.

4. Drive Diversity of Thought over Conformity
World progress occurs by challenging conventional wisdom and approaching problems with
fresh perspective. Following the herd is a sure-fire path to mediocrity.

5. Foster Imagination and Curiosity
Ask students to adopt different perspectives in your lesson. Try these perspective cards.

Some practical activities, which foster creativity and allow you to implement the ideas
discussed overleaf, are given below:

1. Give Students Exam Questions/ Tasks That They Have Not Seen Before:
Providing students with exam questions/ tasks where they have to apply existing knowledge
to a ‘new question’ encourages students to become confident in making connections for
themselves and applying knowledge. Rewarding the effort students have shown by
attempting this challenge is as important as rewarding the correct answer itself.

2. Celebrate Answers, Which Are Correct But Different From The Norm
Sharing and celebrating a well-structured and referenced history essay that chooses for
example, economics over altruism as the main driver behind the abolition of slavery (an
unusual narrative) is one example. Another example could be asking a child who has used a
different method to yours to solve a quadratic equation, to demonstrate their alternative
method to the class. The teacher should celebrate diversity of though, thought process and
quality of outcome.

3. Getting Students To Generate Models/ Theories For Themselves.
Flipping learning and giving the students information/ facts/ experiences on a topic/
phenomena and then asking them to create an explanation/ theory for themselves allows
them to discover ideas for themselves. Students are encouraged to invent things, and it
makes no difference if it has already been discovered!

4. Getting Students To Create Their Own Sample Exam Questions/ Create An Exam
Question From A Mark Scheme.
By getting students to complete either one of these tasks, you are not only familiarising them
with success criteria, but allowing them to engage with information and internalise it, turning
it into knowledge they own. This is a non-threatening activity where students have to apply
and synthesise information.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1U_2OLCkpS2Z8t-NpjJ_4MHSa5auIun20A1Gtt3T4w2k/edit#slide=id.g8bed04198c_0_6
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5. Getting Students To Carry Out Any Task Contained In SCAMPER Which Then
Requires Them To:
Substitute, combine, adapt, modify, put to another use, eliminate, rearrange.

Engagement (EfL) – Do it now, Aspiration, Purpose, Intrinsic motivation, T&L
ambassador, Expectation & Fun
Active engagement for learning encourages students to take more responsibility for, and have
ownership of, their learning, thus enhancing their academic experience and progress over time. To
facilitate this, a partnership between teacher and student must be deliberately developed and
nurtured, and the teacher must carry out a series of deliberate actions, consistently. While teaching
the concepts and skills, the teacher must help students draw on their own experiences to build a
"scaffold" on which they can "hang" new ideas. When students are actively engaged, they behave
better, focus on what is being taught, better process new information and as a result progress
more over time. By maximising engagement in learning it facilitates deep, transformational learning
that changes information into knowledge, enables the attainment of skills, and gives students that
all important love of learning. High levels of engagement will be underpinned by a teacher’s subject
specific knowledge and the way in which they communicate this in their subject area.

A list of strategies/ actions that may help increase engagement are shared below:
1. Use your strong subject knowledge to enrich students and motivate them to be engaged in

your subject area.
2. Use clear instruction. This allows students to follow exactly what is being asked of them.

Allow time periods for questioning and consolidation.
3. Enable students to work independently and enjoy learning relationships with others
4. Create learning opportunities that are active and collaborative
5. Create educational experiences for students that are challenging and enriching and that

extend their academic abilities
6. Enable students to develop their social and cultural capital
7. Have consistently high aspirations for all students

Tasks that may encourage the successful implementation of the ideas above are
as follows:

1. Rewards- reward using ARE points in line with our school policy
2. Give students the opportunity to be a ‘T&L ambassador’ and take on a leadership role.
3. Use real life/ practical examples within your lesson.
4. Create cognitive conflicts/ discussions/debate.
5. Consistently embed tasks, which require students of all abilities to use higher order skills.
6. Have a DO IT NOW task (DIN) which gets students thinking as soon as they walk into your

room.
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7. Include a task which is memorable; it can be weird, shocking, or inspirational!
8. Allow students to take on different roles within your lesson- can they help facilitate a

debate? Can they lead a presentation?
9. Use of the RVHS revision and study skills templates and techniques- Engaging in

learning is also engaging in revision and study. Please click here to access the RVHS
revision technique resources.

Differentiation (DfL) – Teach to the Top TTT (challenge), Scaffolding, Pitch, Higher
order skills & Pace

Differentiation is a teaching concept in which the classroom teacher plans for the diverse needs of
students. The teacher must consider barriers to learning, access for the lower ability, as well as
challenge and extension for the more able students in every classroom.

At RVHS, we stand by the theory that every lesson must be ‘taught to the top’ and then the teacher
offers ‘scaffolding’ to support students who are struggling. This model allows the teacher to
challenge the higher ability students in the room without having to plan ‘tokenistic’ challenge tasks.
Click here for teaching to the top ideas.

As a starting point, the teacher must consider the differences in students, some are detailed below:
1. Language Proficiency And Comprehension
2. Background, Experiences And Prior Knowledge
3. Motivation
4. Confidence
5. Attendance
6. Social And Emotional Development
7. Previous Level Of Performance (Data)
8. Physical Needs

This non-exhaustive list goes some way towards helping a classroom teacher choose tasks and
direct planning. In a well-differentiated lesson, one would expect to observe the following:

Some practical examples of scaffolding that you can use in your lessons are detailed below:
● Task

Think carefully about what you would like your highest attaining student to leave the lesson
knowing and understanding- plan your lesson around this model. Then, think about the
barriers that other students may face and plan in how you may assist those students with
your tasks. This may be through simple verbal support, a word bank, sentence starters etc.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1b_ONZ0b0VvemfFg8gdPjQFIIDTmvo9D5
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KYs6wvFoc4FW7gzfDzDRoCcnHntQUeWR/edit#slide=id.p10
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● Grouping
An example of this is with using small, mixed-ability groups which then allow lower
achievers to take advantage of peer support whilst higher achievers gain the opportunity to
organise and voice their thoughts for the benefit of the whole group (known as peer
modelling). Grouping also allows roles to be allocated within the team, which cater for each
member’s skill set and learning needs.

● Outcome
All students undertake the same task but a variety of results is expected and acceptable.
For example, the teacher sets a task but instead of working towards a single ‘right’ answer,
the students arrive at a personalised outcome depending on their level of ability. Success is
determined by teacher aspiration. Click here for a template to use in your lesson.

● Pace
When differentiation is used in lesson planning, the available time is used flexibly in order to
meet all students’ needs. Students who quickly grasp core activities can be allocated more
challenging extension (application as well as work from the key stage/ level above) tasks in
order to develop a more rounded and deeper understanding of the subject matter.

● Dialogue and Support
With this technique, the emphasis is on the role of the teacher, who must facilitate problem
solving by identifying which students need detailed explanations in simple language and
which students can engage in dialogue at a more sophisticated level. The teacher may also
employ targeted questioning to produce a range of responses and to challenge the more
able students. Verbal support and encouragement also plays a crucial part in this technique.

● Assessment
In the differentiated classroom, rather than assessment taking place at the end of learning,
students are assessed on an on-going basis so that teaching, and indeed the other
methods of differentiation, can be continuously adjusted according to the learners’ needs.

Level Descriptors: To aid understanding about judgements on teaching and learning
quality.

Assessment
Meeting Expectations

- Effectively guides pupils to reflect on the progress they have made and their emerging
needs

- Knowledge and understanding of how pupils learn and how this impacts on teaching

- Reflects systematically on the effectiveness of lessons and approaches to teaching

- Understanding and knowledge of how to assess the relevant subject and curriculum areas,
including statutory assessment requirements

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19v-GJwolaj8V2MlFGXwau8AHRDz4nJXJuJOPjWpaaUE/edit#slide=id.g8d5efdb3e3_0_16
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- Very effective use of formative and summative assessment to secure pupils’ progress

- Very effective use of relevant data to monitor progress, set targets, and plan subsequent
lessons

- Regular, high quality feedback given, both orally and through accurate marking; students
actively encouraged to respond to the feedback.

Creativity
Meeting Expectations

- Sets challenging goals and tasks that stretch and challenge pupils of all backgrounds,
abilities and dispositions to use higher order skills.

- Has a good knowledge of the relevant subject(s) and curriculum areas, which is used to
foster and maintain pupils’ interest in the subject, and address misunderstandings.

- Imparts knowledge and develops deep understanding through effective use of lesson time

- Effectively promotes a love of learning and children’s intellectual curiosity.

- Effectively contribute to the design and provision of an engaging and creative curriculum
within the relevant subject area(s).

Engagement
Meeting Expectations

- Consistently set goals that stretch and challenge pupils of all backgrounds, abilities and
dispositions.

- Have a deep understanding of how a range of factors can inhibit pupils’ ability to learn, and
how best to overcome these.

- Have clear rules and routines for behaviour in classrooms, and take responsibility for
promoting good and courteous behaviour.

- Have high expectations of behaviour, and establish a framework for discipline with a range
of strategies, using praise, sanctions and rewards consistently and fairly.

- Maintain excellent relationships with pupils, exercise appropriate authority, and act
decisively when necessary.

- Is not yet meeting expectations

Differentiation
- Demonstrate a clear awareness of pupils’ capabilities and their prior knowledge, and plan

teaching to build on these

- Have an in-depth knowledge of the relevant subject(s) and curriculum areas, foster and
maintain pupils’ interest in the subject, and address misunderstandings

- -Set challenging homework and other out-of- class activities to consolidate and extend the
knowledge and understanding pupils have acquired
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- Excellent knowledge of when and how to differentiate appropriately, using approaches
which enable pupils to be taught effectively

- Have an understanding of how a range of factors can inhibit pupils’ ability to learn, and how
best to overcome these

- Deep understanding of how to adapt teaching to support pupils’ education at different
stages of development

- Have a strong understanding of the needs of all pupils, including those with special
educational needs; those of high ability; those with English as an additional language; those
with disabilities; and be able to use and evaluate distinctive teaching approaches to engage
and support them.

- Effectively use relevant data to monitor progress, set targets, and plan subsequent lessons

Other Key Teaching and Learning Resources:

● Please click here for our suggested RVHS five minute lesson plan

● Please click here for the ACED observation form

Policies relating to T&L:

● Original Policy with updates for September 2020

● Feedback Policy

● Home Learning Policy

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YQHFIahazrP9MIDa3XZEamUb0PJlODKU
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YQHFIahazrP9MIDa3XZEamUb0PJlODKU
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1z9I2zRwpKk1HuOHE0thRrSlBUSbNKfaS
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1daUCU9A-Ykrff7YBV_gnv5MjKevQfUYwud9J3fm7vqA/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Pe68BytzLpuRC7WQiQjbdRJ8l-cCyRbm
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1luyF7HFcCcW0oD3R0lIh8p3JC21wo1NI

